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Summary
Although heterochromatin has been studied for 80 years,
its genetic function and molecular organization have
remained elusive. In almost all organisms, heterochro-
matin has been regarded as genetically inactive chromo-
some regions. However, from genetic and genomic
studies inDrosophilamelanogaster and other organisms
including humans, it is now clear that transcriptionally
active domains are present within constitutive hetero-
chromatin. These domains contain essential coding
genes whose expression during development ensures
the formation of the proper biochemical and morpholo-
gical phenotypes, together with several gene models
definedby genome annotationwhose functions still need
to be determined. BioEssays 27:29–41, 2005.
� 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Introduction

The term heterochromatin was coined by Heitz in 1928(1) to

describe chromosomal regions that appear deeply stained at

prophase and remain compact throughout the mitotic cell

cycle, as opposed to euchromatin, which is condensed at

metaphase but diffuse during interphase. Heterochromatin

may be either facultative and constitutive.(2) Facultative

heterochromatin corresponds to silenced euchromatin (chro-

mosome regions, entire chromosomes or even whole gen-

omes), whilst constitutive heterochromatin, which occurs

primarily in large blocks near centromeres and telomeres,

consists mostly of repetitive DNA sequences, and maintains

its characteristics on both homologous chromosomes.

Constitutive heterochromatin represents a significant frac-

tion of eukaryotic genomes and shares similar genetic and

molecular properties in nearly all animal and plant species

(Table 1).(3) These properties have led to the traditional view of

heterochromatin as a ‘‘genomic wasteland’’ or a repository of

‘‘junk’’ DNA, with little or no functional significance. However,

this idea is becoming obsolete, as constitutive heterochroma-

tin appears to be a genomic compartment carrying important

functions with an unconventional structural and functional

basis. In fact, studies in D. melanogaster have shown that

constitutive heterochromatin is important for centromeric

activity and chromosomal pairing and contains genes essen-

tial for viability and fertility.(4–11) In addition, a large number of

gene models has recently been identified in constitutive

heterochromatin of yeast, A. thaliana, D. melanogaster, rice

and humans.(12–19) Here we bring together published and

unpublished work to provide a picture of genes located in

constitutive heterochromatin and their function. We feel that

drawing attention to recent experimental evidence will help to

change the current view that constitutive heterochromatin is

genetically inert. This has important implications for genome

organization and gene expression.

Facultative heterochromatin: when

euchromatin becomes silent

A well-known example of facultative heterochromatin is

the inactive X chromosome in somatic cells of female

mammals.(20,21) The inactive X becomes heteropycnotic, sug-

gesting that the chromatin in the silent regions is relatively

condensed. The essential steps leading to inactivation can be

summarized as follows: (1) initiation of the heterochromatini-

zation process in early developmental stages, starting from a

specific locus called the inactivation center (XIC), (2) spread-

ing of heterochromatinization along the entire chromosome

and (3) once established, the heterochromatic state is main-

tained through subsequent somatic cell divisions. Hetero-

chromatinization is achieved by changing the chromatin of the

X chromosomes from a transcriptionally active to an inactive

state. This involves a cascade of chromatin modifications that

inhibit the establishment of transcription complexes. These

modifications are: (1) methylation of histone H3 lysine-9 and

histone H3 lysine-27, (2) hypoacetylation of histones H2A, H3

and H4, (3) decrease of histone H3 lysine-4 methylation,

and (4) changes in the time of DNA replication. Such features

of inactive chromatin from the X chromosome seem to be shar-

ed by inactive chromatin elsewhere in mammalian genomes.
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Constitutive heterochromatin and its general

properties

Constitutive heterochromatin formsabout 5%of thegenome in

Arabidopsis thaliana, 20% in humans, 30% in Drosophila

melanogaster and up to 85% in certain nematodes,(4,15,22) and

shares distinctive properties in nearly all animal and plant

species(3) (see Table 1). These properties have often been

interpreted as consistent with the view that constitutive

heterochromatin is a repository of ‘‘junk’’ DNA, with little or

no functional significance.Observations in different organisms

have supported this idea. First, aneuploidy for some hetero-

chromatic regions inDrosophila melanogaster has little effect,

as opposed to the dramatic effects of aneuploidy of euchro-

matin.(23) In other words, all duplications and heterozygous

deficiencies and even some homozygous deficiencies are

without detectable effect on the viability, fertility and morphol-

ogy of flies.(24) Second, almost all heterochromatin can be

specifically eliminated from somatic nuclei during early

development in nematodes and other organisms.(25) Third, in

certain polytene tissues ofDrosophila and other Diptera much

of the DNA of constitutive heterochromatin (mainly highly

repetitive DNAs) fails to undergo DNA replication during

polytenization, and is therefore dramatically underrepre-

sented compared with euchromatin.

These observations need to be revised in the light of

additional data. First, only deletions of a specific part of the

X-chromosome heterochromatin are homozygous viable, and

all known deficiencies of the heterochromatin of major auto-

somes are homozygous lethal or have negative effects on

fitness.(26) Second, in the last two decades several essential

genes and gene models have been identified in Drosophila

melanogaster, yeast, Arabidopsis, rice and humans.(12–19)

Heterochromatic genes ofDrosophila tend to be very large: for

example, the Y chromosome fertility factors have been

estimated to comprise up to 4 Mb of heterochromatic DNA.(4)

Third, some heterochromatic genes are cryptic and can

escape conventional genetic analysis.(27) Thus the density of

genetic functions in constitutive heterochromatin might not be

as low as previously claimed. Finally, although constitutive

heterochromatin is eliminated in the somatic cells of certain

organisms, it is retained in germline cells. Similarly, under-

replication of heterochromatin inDrosophila and other Diptera

only occurs in polytene tissues,while diploid cells andgermline

cells retain a normal content of heterochromatic DNA. It thus

appears that, during evolution, different organisms have

developed different strategies to get rid of large heterochro-

matic segments that may be dispensable in certain tissues

and/or during specific phases of development. In contrast, the

stability of the heterochromatin content in cells of the germline

of an organism in which it is eliminated or underreplicated

somatically raises the possibility that its maintenance is under

selective pressure. In conclusion, the ubiquity and persistence

of heterochromatin in a wide variety of eukaryotic genomes

suggest that this distinctive genomic component has an

adaptive value.

Repetitive DNA sequences in

constitutive heterochromatin

Highly repetitive satellite DNA is characteristic of heterochro-

matin;(3) it ismade up of short units that are tandemly repeated

up to millions of times, forming large blocks scattered through

the heterochromatic regions of all chromosomes. Although

highly repetitive DNA lacks coding sequences, several hypo-

theses have been proposed to explain its ubiquity.(3) Accord-

ing to a recent idea,(28) blocks of satellite DNA do not form a

specific structure, but insteadmay be passive spacers needed

to define a centromere.

In addition to satelliteDNA, there is growing evidence for an

accumulation of transposable element-related sequences

(TEs) in constitutive heterochromatin of evolutionarily dis-

tant organisms.(29) In fact, 52% of the 20.7 Mb WSG3 of

D. melanogaster heterochromatin sequence has been esti-

mated to be similar to knownTEs,while TE-related sequences

only account for about 4–5% of the Release 3 euchromatic

sequence.(12,30) The accumulation of TEs represents one of

the most intriguing aspects of the structure and organization

of heterochromatin.(29,31–33) However, the mechanism of

colonization of heterochromatin by TEs remains unclear.

The original idea that heterochromatin is merely a ‘‘rubbish

bin’’ or ‘‘graveyard’’ of transposable elements has been

modified in light of experimental evidence suggesting that

TE-related sequences in heterochromatin may contribute to

many of the structural and functional properties of hetero-

chromatin (see discussions below).

Essential heterochromatic genes of

Drosophila melanogaster
D. melanogaster is the model organism in which the greatest

progress in the study of heterochromatin function has been

made, due to the ability to combine genetic, cytological and

Table 1. The distinctive properties shared by

constitutive heterochromatin in animal and

plant species(2)

1) strongly reduced level of meiotic recombination

2) low gene density

3) repression of the activity of euchromatic genes when moved nearby,

a phenomenon termed position effect variegation (PEV)

4) late replication during S phase

5) enrichment in highly and middle repetitive DNAs

6) transcriptional inertness

7) evolutionary lability, in that closely related species may differ greatly

in the amount, location and type of repetitive sequences

Together, these properties have reinforced the idea that constitutive

heterochromatin was a dispensable biologial material.
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genomic approaches. Essential genes for viability (lethal

mutable genes) and fertility (Y chromosome fertility factors),

which reside in constitutive heterochromatin, were initially

discovered in D. melanogaster. In particular, the light gene

was the first heterochromatic protein-coding sequence to be

molecularly characterized.(34,35) Here we provide a detailed

description of a group of essential genes located in the

heterochromatin of chromosomes 2 and 3. They were initially

identified by recessive lethal mutations genetically linked

to heterochromatin.(26,36,37) Complementation analysis using

rearrangements with cytologically determined breakpoints in

heterochromatin of mitotic chromosomes finally demonstrat-

ed that these genes are in pericentric heterochromatin

and allowed their mapping.(38,39) Although the release of the

D. melanogaster heterochromatin sequence by the Berkeley

Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) has greatly facilitated

studies on the molecular organization and function of hetero-

chromatic genes,(12,40) most of the known essential genes

in the heterochromatin of chromosomes 2 and 3 are still

unknown molecularly.

Heterochromatic genes of chromosomes 2 and 3
Genetic analyses have defined at least 32 essential genes

mapping to the mitotic heterochromatin of chromosome 2

(Table 2; Fig. 1A,B). However, only a few have been defined

molecularly. The light gene product is involved in cellular

protein trafficking,(44) while concertina encodes a maternal

a-like subunit of a G protein essential for gastrulation.(45)

The rolled gene was shown to be required for imaginal

disc development and suggested to be involved in cell

proliferation.(26,38) The rolled product is a mitogen-activated

protein (MAP) kinase which is required in the signal transduc-

tion pathway of the sevenless gene(46) and may also mediate

the spindle integrity checkpoint.(47) Nipped-A and Nipped-B

may be involved in chromosome condensation and tran-

scriptional regulation.(41,42) Two other genes in the hetero-

chromatin of the right arm of chromosome 2 (2Rh), l(2)41Aa

and l(2)41Ad (Table 2; Figs. 1B, 2), which have not yet

been characterized molecularly, may be required for chromo-

some condensation(48) and for proper leg and wing morpho-

genesis,(26,38) respectively.

Table 2. The known vital genes resident in the heterochromatin of chromosomes 2 and 3

Gene
Mitotic
map Size Function Scaffold

l(2)40Fa h35 unknow —

l(2)40Fc h35 unknow —

light h35 16kb cellular-protein traffcking AABU01002768

concertina h35 10.5 kb gastrulation AABU01002768

l(2)40Fd h35 unknown —

l(2)40Fe h35 unkown —

l(2)40Ff h35 unknown —

l(2)40Fg h35 unknown —

l(2)41Ab h39–40 unknown —

l(2)41Aa h41 chromosome condensation —

rolled h41 60kb signal transduction pathway AABU01001947

l(2)41Ad h43–h44 legs and wing morphogenesis —

l(2)41Ae h46 unknown —

l(2)41Af h46 ribosomal protein RpL38 AABU01002769

Nipped-B h46 39kb transcriptional regulation, chromosome condensation; mutations in NIPBL

human homologue are responsible for the Cornelia de Lange syndrome

AABU01002769

l(2)41Ah-Nipped-A h46 38kb? transcriptional regulation; significant identity with mammalian TRRAP and

yeast Tral proteins

AE03787

l(3)80Fa h47–49 unknown —

l(3)80Fb h47–49 unknown —

l(3)80Fc h47–49 unknown —

l(3)80Fd h50 unknown —

l(3)80Fe h50 unknown —

l(3)80Ff h50 unknown —

l(3)80Fg h50 unknown —

l(3)80Fh h50–51 member of the trithorax group —

l(3)80Fi h50–51 growth and development

l(3)80Fj h50–51 member of the trithorax group —

Parp h54–55 95kb polyADP AABU01002763

l(3)81Fa h58 unknown —

l(3)81Fb h58 unknown

All the genes have been identified by conventional genetic analysis before the release of the Drosophila melanogaster genome sequence.
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Figure 1.
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In a recent genetic and bioinformatic analysis of D.

melanogaster heterochromatin, Myster et al.(42) identified 18

complementation groups in 2Rh. They are all uncovered by

two deficiencies, Df(2R)MS41A10 and Df(2R)MS41A8,(38)

and are therefore likely to be located in h46, the most-distal

portion of 2Rh (Fig. 1B). Three of them correspond to the vital

genes l(2)41Af, Nipped-B and Nipped A-l(2)41h previously

mapped to h46. Interestingly, S. Marygold and S. Leavers

(personal communication) found that l(2)41Af is allelic to

M(2)41A, and corresponds to the genemodel CG18001which

encodes the RpL38 ribosomal protein. Lethal mutations in

seven other genes identified by Myster et al.(42) all fail to

complement a l(2)41Ae lethal allele used as tester. This

suggests that the l(2)41Ae locus, which exhibited complex

complementation behaviour,(26) indeed contains different vital

genes.

Thirteen vital genes have been mapped to the hetero-

chromatin of chromosome 3 (Table 2; Fig. 3).(36,39,49) Three of

the genes from the left arm, l(3)80Fh, l(3)80Fi and l(3)80Fj,

have been cloned and found to correspond to single-copy

Figure 1. Mapping of essential genes, gene models and repetitive sequences to the heterochromatin of chromosome 2. A: Banding
pattern of mitotic heterochromatin of chromosome 2 after DAPI which is a general indicator of AT-richness and differentiates

heterochromatin into several regions with different degrees of fluorescence. The numbers indicate the different heterochromatic regions;

2L¼ left arm of chromosome 2; 2R¼ right arm of chromosome 2.B:Cytogenetic map showing the location of both essential genes (below)

and gene models (above) within the heterochromatin of chromosome 2; dark blocks are brightly fluorescent, cross-hatched blocks are

moderately fluorescent; hatched blocks are weakly fluorescent; open blocks are nonfluorescent. The 32 vital genes mapped to the

constitutive heterochromatin of chromosome 2 (26,38,41,42) are non-randomly distributed, in that most of them are clustered within regions

h35 and h46, which represent the most-distal portions of mitotic heterochromatin.(38) Forty-four additional gene models (above) were also

localized to specific heterochromatic regions of chromosome 2.(12,13) They were mapped mainly by FISH with probes of large genomic

regions cloned in bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs), or through theirmolecular associationwith knownmappedgenes.The locationof

AABU01002199 with its nine gene models in region h41 relies on FISH mapping of a single P-element insertion (LP1) which disrupt

CG40218 (N. Corradini, F. Vernı̀ and P. Dimitri, unpublished). Scaffold designation is shown at the top of each genemodel list. Most of the

genes, knownandpredicted, are located inweaklyDAPI-fluorescent chromosomal regions,whichharbor clusters of transposable element-

homologous sequences and are devoid of highly repetitive satellite DNAs.(43) C: FISH mapping of the rolled gene to region h41;D: FISH
mapping of BACR11B14 to region h46; note that this BAC carries six genes (CG2981,CG3107,CG2944,CG3136,CG2905/Nipped-A and

d4 );E: FISHmapping of I-element DNA tomultiple locations in 2Lh and 2Rh.F:FISHmapping of AAGAC satellite DNA to regions h42–43

and h45. The cytological locations of the different DNA sequencesmapped by FISH are indicated in the diagramatic map by coloured lines

(see panel B); grey lines show the extent of deficiencies.

Figure 2. Chromosome condensation defects ob-

served in l(2)41Aa mutants. Metaphases were prepared

from larval neuroblast cells of third instar larvae emyzy-

gous for EMS-31 and IR18, two lethal alleles of l(2)41Aa.

A:Colchicine-treated controlmetaphase of theOregon-R

strain stained with orcein; B–D: Phenotype of colchicine

treated metaphases of l(2) 41Aa mutants stained with

orcein.
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sequences. Interestingly, l(3)80Fh and l(3)80Fj appear to be

members of the trithorax group (trxG), while l(3)80Fimay have

key functions in growth and development.(49) In addition,Parp,

which encodes a polyADP, has been identified recently and

mapped to region h54–55 of the mitotic heterochromatin

map.(50) Other single-copy genes such as a-Cat, rp21, SCP,
DSK, QIII, ziti and Dbp80 map to the pericentromeric heter-

ochromatin of chromosome 3, but it is still not known if these

genes are allelic to known vital genes.(36)

Gene models in Drosophila
melanogaster heterochromatin

The number of active genes in constitutive heterochromatin of

D. melanogaster may be higher than that defined by genetic

analysis, as the annotation of the heterochromatin se-

quence predicted about 450 computed genes (CG) or gene

models(12,51) in all chromosomes. However, the precise

location of a large proportion of gene models is still unknown,

since they are present in unmapped scaffolds. Using fluo-

rescence in situ hybridization (FISH), we have found that at

least 20 gene models map to the h46 region of 2Rh (Fig. 1B),

and eight map to the h47 regions of 3Lh(13) (Fig. 3B). Thus at

least 28 gene models are located in these regions. It is worth

noting that, thus far, of the 19 vital genes mapped to h46 only

41Af, Nipped-B and Nipped-A were found to correspond to

gene models present in the assembled sequence of this

region.(12,13,42) About another 60 genemodels are localized in

the euchromatin–heterochromatin transition regions of 2R

and 3L.(13) Furthermore, Hoskins et al.(12) found that approxi-

mately 80 additional gene models are associated with the

heterochromatin of chromosomes 2 and 3,(12) some of which

have also been mapped to specific regions of mitotic hetero-

chromatin (Fig. 1B). However, some predictions of genesmay

represent portions of the same gene, or may be spurious. This

mayhave led to an overestimate of the actual number of genes

in heterochromatin.

Heterochromatic genes in other species

Are homologues of D. melanogaster heterochromatic genes

also found in heterochromatin in other organisms? The light

and rolled genes are located in constitutive heterochromatin of

closely related species from the melanogaster subgroup(52)

(P. Dimitri, unpublished data), but the Drosophila virilis light

gene is in euchromatin.(52) During evolution transposable

elements may promote transfer of genes into constitutive

heterochromatin by stimulating chromosome rearrangements

or by transferring genes during retrotransposition, similar to

the L1 element in humans.(53) Once in heterochromatin,

Figure 3. Mapping of essential genes and gene

models in the heterochromatin of chromosome 3.

A: Banding pattern of the heterochromatin of

chromosome 3 after DAPI staining of prometa-

phase chromosomes; the numbers indicate the

different heterochromatic regions; 3L¼ left arm of

chromosome 3; 3R¼ right arm of chromosome 3.

B: Cytogenetic map of the heterochromatin of

chromosome 3 showing the location of the

essential genes (below) and of some of the gene

models (above); dark blocks are brightly fluores-

cent, cross-hatched blocks are moderately fluor-

escent; hatched blocks are weakly fluorescent;

open blocks are nonfluorescent. Scaffold designa-

tion is shown at the top of each gene model list.

Thus far, a group of 13 vital genes (below) has

been associated with the heterochromatin of

chromosome 3.(49) At least seven genes of the left

arm (from l(3)80Fd to l(3)80Fj) map to segment

h49–h51 and themost distal genes (from l(3)80Fa

to l(3)80Fc) are located within regions h47–h49.

Twogeneson the right arm, l(3)81Faand l(3)81Fb,

map to the distal h58 segment. A group of eight

gene models (above) map to h57.(13) PARP,

together with two gene models, maps to h55–56.
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recurrent insertions of a plethora of transposable elements

could help to generate the present structural organization of

heterochromatic genes in Drosophila. At present, it is unclear

whether the expression pattern of the euchromatic light gene

in D. virilis is different from that of its heterochromatic

orthologue inD.melanogaster. Homologues of protein-coding

genes resident in constitutive heterochromatin of D. melano-

gaster, such as rolled, PARP, Nipped-A, Nipped-B, RpL38

and p120catenin, have been found in several organisms,

including yeast, mouse and humans, but they are all located in

euchromatin. For example,NIPBL, the human homolog of the

Drosophila melanogaster Nipped-B gene, maps to euchro-

matin of chromosome 5p13 and is widely expressed in fetal

and adult tissues. Mutations in NIPBL are responsible for

Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS), a multiple malformation

disorder.(54,55) Thegenomic regionofNIPBL spans188 kband

comprises 47 exons. The protein sequence of human NIPBL

shares 92% identity with mouse, 88% with rat, and 37% with

theDrosophilamelanogaster Nipped-B gene product. Although

the function and regulation of known heterochromatic genes

and their homologues in other eukaryotes is far from being

elucidated, the data suggest that a heterochromatic location

may not be crucial for the proper function of a given gene.

The presence of essential genes in heterochromatin

appears to be a conserved trait in the evolution of eukaryotic

genomes.Heterochromaticgeneshave recentlybeen identified

in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe,

Arabidopsis thaliana, rice and humans. In S. cerevisiae

expressed genes map within 1 kb of essential centromere

sequences while, in S. pombe, an unusual clustering of tRNA

genes is located within an 80 kb centromere-specific DNA

sequence. The centromere-associated B0 and B sequences

CEN1 and CEN2 of S. pombe contain a cluster of tRNA genes,

22 in the CEN2 region and at least six in the CEN1 region, and

some of these tRNAs are expressed.(14)

In A. thaliana, at least 47 predicted genes have been

identified that are expressed in the centromeric regions. As in

Drosophila, the single-copy genes ofA. thaliana are organized

in islands of unique sequences that contain transposable

element-related DNAs.(15) Proteins encoded by these genes

are members of functional families such as membrane pro-

teins, nitrate reductase or polyubiquitin(56–60) (for a list see

http://preuss.bsd.uchicago.edu/tables.html). Transposable

element-associated gene products such as transposase or

RNAhelicase arealso present in centromeric heterochromatin

of A. thaliana, which may reflect the abundance of mobile

elements in these regions.

Mapping and sequencing of the human genome indicates

that pericentromeric heterochromatin is characterized by

several blocks of duplicated sequence, probably generated

by transposition.(16,17) Fragments of genes, complete genes

and repeats are duplicated in pericentromeric regions. Gen-

erally the pericentromeric duplications are non-functional

pseudogenes, but some mRNAs or ESTs from pericentro-

meric sequences have been identified. Genes coding for

growth factors, immunoglobins k, l and D, plasminogen and

others have been found in these paralogous sequences (for a

list see Ref. 18). Moreover, many pericentromeric paralogous

sequences are transcribed in germline, fetal or cancerous

tissue,(17,18) suggesting a role for these genes in biological

processes.

Finally, sequencing of the rice genome detected fourteen

predicted and at least four active genes interspersed in a

region of approximately 750 kb comprising the centromere of

chromosome 8, which is embedded in heterochromatin.(19)

Heterochromatic genes versus

euchromatic genes

In general, in yeast,Arabidopsis, Drosophila, rice and humans,

both knowngenesandgenemodels located in heterochromatin

do not seem to have molecular functions that distinguish them

from euchromatic genes.(12,34,40,41,45,46,49,50,61) In addition, as

for genes found in euchromatin, vital heterochromatic genes of

D. melanogaster such as rolled, light Nipped-B can be widely

expressed during development, while others, like the Y-

chromosome fertility factors, have tissue- and sex-specific

limited expression. This also seems to be true in other orga-

nisms. However, heterochromatic genes might have different

regulatory requirements from those of euchromatic genes.

In fact, these genes are repressed when moved to euchro-

matin by chromosomal rearrangements, indicating that they

are dependent on a heterochromatic location for correct

expression(62,63) (see below). As mentioned in the introduc-

tion, heterochromatic DNA is replicated later in S-phase than

the bulk of euchromatic sequences. A similar dichotomy may

also occur at the transcriptional level: heterochromatic and

euchromatic genes may differ in their timing of expression

during the cell cycle. Cell-cycle-dependent changes in chro-

mosomal localization of heterochromatin-binding proteins

have indeed been observed in Drosophila.(64)

The molecular organization of heterochromatic and eu-

chromatic genes is clearly different. For example, the known

genes located in D. melanogaster heterochromatin are on

average much longer than euchromatic genes, due to the

occurrence of long introns enriched in transposable element

(TE)-related DNA sequences.(34,61,65–67) At least 50% of in-

tronic DNA from the rolled (60 kb long), Nipped-B (39 kb long)

and light (15 kb long) genes is composed of degenerate

retroelements and DNA transposons.(67) The example of the

Y-chromosome fertility factors of D. melanogaster is even

more dramatic, since they contain up to 4 Mb of DNA(4) and

carry TE-rich mega-introns.(61,66) Many of the gene models

that we mapped to h46 and h47 also have long introns (for

exampled4on2Randalpha-cateninon3L,(12) but the average

density of TEs appears to be lower than that found in introns of

known heterochromatic genes.
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It has been suggested that TEs not only contribute to the

build-up of heterochromatic introns, but may also confer

evolutionary plasticity on the structure of genes located in

constitutive heterochromatin(67) or may become a functional

part of these genes.(29) For example, regulatory sequences of

heterochromatic genes may have originated from the long

terminal repeats (LTR) of retrotransposons, which contain

strong transcriptional enhancers. Evidence for the adaptive

significance of a TE-derived sequence in a heterochromatic

gene was recently reported for the LTR ofQuasimodo located

in intron I of chitinase-3 (68) in D. melanogaster. Additional

candidates for comparable roles may be the LTR portion of

17.6 located in intron IV of rolled, and a 120 bp sequence

located in the promoter region of light which shares 90%

identity with the terminal inverted repeat (TIR) of the S-

element.(67) Further genomic and molecular analyses are

required to assess the possible involvement of TE sequences

in the function and expression of heterochromatic genes.

The paradox of functional heterochromatin

An important goal is to solve the paradox of ‘‘functional

heterochromatin’’. In other words, how can protein-coding

genes normally resident in constitutive heterochromatin work

properly in an environment that has been thought to be

incompatible with gene expression? In fact, active hetero-

chromatic genes may show a nucleosome array charac-

teristic of euchromatic genes, while being flanked by

repetitive sequences packaged in a heterochromatic fashion,

with long-range nucleosomal ordering.(69) Nevertheless,

genes resident in heterochromatin do not seem to be merely

euchromatic sequences embedded in a repetitive environ-

ment, since their correct expression is dependent on location

in heterochromatin.(62,63) We still need to understand, how-

ever, how domains of gene expression are organized in

heterochromatin and what accounts for the difference be-

tween heterochromatic and euchromatic domains. What

factors determine the correct expression of single-copy genes

resident in heterochromatin? It has been suggested that

chromosomal proteins known to be required for the establish-

ment of the heterochromatic state, such as HP1 (see below),

are also involved in the control of gene expression in

heterochromatin.(5) The normal expression of heterochro-

matic genes may require a critical concentration of hetero-

chromatin proteins or protein complexes that are present in a

limited amount in the nucleus.

Heterochromatin proteins and gene expression
Several conserved nonhistone proteins that play important

roles in chromatin structure and gene regulation have been

identified as components of heterochromatin in Drosophila

and other eukaryotes. Here we will focus on HP1, SU(VAR)3-

9, SU(VAR)3-7, ORC, HP2 and HOAP.

Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1)
This protein was first identified in D. melanogaster by

mutations in the gene Su(var)2-5 that suppress position-

effect variegation (PEV), and was found to bind predomi-

nantly to the heterochromatic chromocenter of polytene

chromosome.(70–72) HP1 has two structural motifs, the

chromodomain thought to be involved in chromatin binding(73)

and the chromoshadow domain involved in protein–protein

interactions.(74) HP1 homologues exist in various other

organisms, including fission yeast, mice and humans, where

they may have conserved functions. For example, the swi6

homolog of HP1 in Schizosaccharomyces pombe localizes

to heterochromatin, including the centromeres, telomeres

and the donor mating-type loci, and is involved in silencing at

these loci. The chromodomain from a mammalian HP1-like

protein, M31, can functionally replace that of swi6, showing

that chromodomain function is conserved from yeasts to

humans.(75,76) In addition to its involvement in heterochroma-

tin formation, HP1 may have a role in telomere capping.(77,78)

HP1 also associates with some euchromatic regions in

D. melanogaster,(71,77,78) suggesting that it is also requir-

ed for the repression of specific euchromatic genes.(6) This

is supported by studies showing that HP1 represses the

activity of three genes in polytene chromosome region 31,

where it is strongly accumulated,(79) while, in mammals, it

is involved in silencing euchromatic genes by interacting with

the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein.(80) A detailed cytological

analysis of HP1 in D. melanogaster populations and closely

related species revealed that, in addition to its localization

in heterochromatin and telomeres, HP1 is present at about

200 euchromatic sites.(81) Some of these sites (including

chromosomal region 31) are conserved in all populations and

in several Drosophila species. The HP1 euchromatic sites do

not appear to be present in regions of intercalary hetero-

chromatin or to be enriched in transposable element-like

sequences.

HP1 and gene expression
The above results have reinforced the suggestion that HP1 is

involved in genetic silencing. However, the recent finding that

HP1 is associated with both ecdysone-induced and heat-

shock-induced puffs(82) strongly suggested that HP1may also

act as a gene activator. As previously mentioned, it has been

proposed that HP1 or other heterochromatin proteins may be

required for the expression of genes resident in constitutive

heterochromatin. Experimental evidence consistent with this

has been reported from D. melanogaster. Firstly, genetic

experiments suggested that different Su(var) gene products

can interact to guarantee the proper expression of the light

gene in its normal heterochromatic location.(83) Secondly, the

amount of mRNA of light and rolled heterochromatic genes

was found to be reduced about 2.5-fold in HP1 mutant

larvae.(84)
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HP1 and Su(var) 3-9
It is unclear howHP1 can repress or activate gene expression.

The HP1 homologue in mammals associates with chromatin

by binding histoneH3 tails that aremethylated on lysine 9. The

specificmethyltransferaseactivity is providedby theproduct of

Suv39H1. The binding of the HP1 homologue to histone H3

and to SUV39H1 protein is mediated by the chromodomain

and the shadow domain, respectively. Such a triangle of

interactions has also been demonstrated in D. melanogaster.

HP1 and H3 Lys 9met co-localize at the centric heterochro-

matin and at chromosomal region 31. The methyltransferase

activity inD.melanogaster is encoded by theSu(var) 3-9 gene

(the homolog of Suv39H1), which also is involved in silencing

of reporter genes in heterochromatin.(5) As in mammals, the

Su(var) 3-9 product co-localizes with HP1.(85,86) However, it is

not yet clear how the methyltransferase is directed to the

chromatin.

To obtainmore insight into the roles of HP1andSU(VAR)3-

9, large-scale mapping of their target genes has recently been

done in Drosophila embryonic Kc cells.(87) The results

revealed that HP1 and SU(VAR)3-9 bind together to genes

and transposable elements in constitutive heterochromatin.

Independently of HP1, SU(VAR)3-9 also binds to a distinct set

of non-pericentric genes. In addition, HP1, without SU(VAR)3-

9, binds to many genes on chromosome 4. Pericentric target

genes bound by both HP1 and SU(VAR)3-9 have expression

levels similar to those of non-target genes in Kc cells.

In contrast, genes bound by SU(VAR)3-9 alone are more

repressed. HP1 and SU(VAR)3-9 target genes in pericentric

heterochromatin are predominantly embryo-specific, while

non-pericentric target genes ofSU(VAR)3-9 aremale-specific.

These findings suggest that, depending on chromosome

location, HP1 and SU(VAR)3-9 proteins could act on specific

sets of developmentally regulated genes by forming different

complexes. On the one hand, HP1 may associate with the

chromatin of chromosome 4 independently of SU(VAR)3-9,

perhaps by the action of a different H3 K9 methyltransferase.

On the other hand,HP1may fail to bind toSU(VAR)3-9-specific

target genes because the histone tails are unmethylated or

associatedwith a different chromatin protein. Surprisingly,Greil

et al.(87) were unable to detect any changes in mRNA

expression of light, rolled or other putative HP1 and Su(var) 3-

9 target genes after induction of dsRNAi of the Su(var) 205 and

Su(var) 3-9 genes in Drosophila Kc cells. These results clearly

conflict with previous in vivo data.(83,84) Similarly, dsRNAi-

mediated inactivation of HP1 and other telomeric proteins in

Drosophila S2 or Kc cells does not result in the telomeric

fusions usually found in mutant larvae (M. Gatti and G. Cenci,

personal communication). Although dsRNAi in tissue culture

cells is an extremely powerful method to specifically abolish

the expression of several genes, there may be genetic and

regulatory differences between cultured cells and the living

organism thatmight explain such discrepancies. For example,

in cultured cells some genes might be redundant or a given

function might also be provided by protein products different

from those required in vivo. Additional explanations have also

been proposed.(87) Thus, to test a possible role of hetero-

chromatin complexes on heterochromatic gene expression,

further experimental approaches are required: for example, in

vivo dsRNAi of heterochromatin protein genes with the Gal4-

UAS system.(88)

HP1 and Origin Recognition Complex
It has been proposed that the correct localization of HP1 in

Drosophila heterochromatin may involve the Origin Recogni-

tion Complex (ORC), which is required to initiate eukaryotic

DNA replication and to promote transcriptional silencing at the

mating-type loci in S. cerevisiae.(89) In fact, an underpho-

sphorylatedHP1 isoform in thematernally loaded cytoplasmof

early D. melanogaster embryos is found in a high molecular-

weight multiprotein complex that contains ORC subunits.(90)

One of the better characterized subunits of the ORC is

DmORC2,(91) which associates with heterochromatin in in-

terphase and mitosis. Orc2 mutants are dominant suppres-

sors of variegation and recessive lethals that exhibit

chromosome condensation defects but lack telomere fusions.

Compatible with this cytological phenotype, ORC2 and HP1

co-localize in heterochromatin but not at telomeRes It has

been proposed that ORC is required to recruit underpho-

sphorylated HP1 isoforms to heterochromatin. It has been

suggested that these isoforms function in the nucleationphase

of chromatin assembly.(90)

HP1 and Suvar 3-7
Other genes, most of which are suppressors of variegation,

seem to play a role in heterochromatin formation. Suvar 3-7

codes for a protein that contains seven spaced zinc

fingers.(92,93) This protein associates with pericentromeric

heterochromatin at interphase, and on diploid chromosomes

from embryonic nuclei and polytene chromosomes.(94) SU-

VAR3-7 and HP1 proteins colocalize not only in heterochro-

matin, but also at a limited set of sites in euchromatin and at

telomeres.(94) They interact genetically and co-immunopreci-

pitate from nuclear extracts. The chromoshadow domain of

HP1 is involved in this interaction. It has been demonstrated

that an increase in the amount of these two proteins enhances

the silencing effect. Moreover, and in contrast with the effect

on euchromatic genes, a decrease in the amounts of both

proteins enhances variegation of the light gene.(94) Taken

together, these results suggest that SU VAR 3-7 and HP1

cooperate in the genomic silencing associated with hetero-

chromatin.(95)

HP1, HP2 and HOAP
HP1 also cooperates with HP2 in heterochromatin-mediated

silencing.(96) HP2 has two isoforms, the larger of which
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contains two AT-hook domains that bind AT-rich regions.

Some alleles of HP2 are PEV suppressors.(96) On polytene

chromosomes, this protein co-localizeswith HP1 in pericentric

heterochromatin, on chromosome 4 , in region 31 and at some

but not all euchromatic sites. HP2 and HP1 interact in the two-

hybrid screen and co-immunoprecipitate. The HP1–HP2

interaction is mediated by part of the hinge region and by the

entire shadow domain. A further chromatin protein called

HOAP (HP1/Origin Recognition Complex-Associated Pro-

tein), which is similar to HMG proteins, has been recently

isolated from an ORC2- and HP1-containing complex.(90,97)

HOAPassociateswith telomeres inmitotic, polytene and inter-

phase chromosomes in a sequence-independent manner.(98)

Mutants in the HOAP-coding gene exhibit extensive telo-

mere–telomere fusions,suggestingarole in telomerecapping.

Although HP1 and HOAP co-localize at telomeres, the

presence of HP1 does not seem to be required for the correct

localization of HOAP. Perhaps other telomere-binding factors

are required to drive HOAP to telomeric sequences. It has

recently been demonstrated that peptides that interfere with

HP1/HOAP interactions in co-precipitation experiments dis-

place HP1 from the heterochromatic chromocenter of salivary

gland polytene chromosomes.(99) Since HOAP has a pre-

dominantly telomeric localization,(98) this effect at the chro-

mocenter was unexpected.

Heterochromatin formation mediated by RNA

interference in evolutionarily distant organisms

RNA interference (RNAi) is an evolutionarily conserved gene-

silencing pathway in eukaryotes. There is growing evidence

that RNAi mediated by repetitive sequences is required to

establish silencing in heterochromatic domains in evolutiona-

rily distant organisms. Aberrant accumulation of double-

stranded RNA from centromeric transposons seems to induce

the loss of histone H3 Lys9 methylation in yeast.(100,101)

Moreover, inS. pombe, retrotransposon long terminal repeats

(LTR) can recruit heterochromatin complexes and induce

RNAi-dependent chromatin silencing.(102) Centromeric trans-

posable element repeats capable of generating dsRNA may

have a role inmediating the formation of heterochromatin inS.

pombe.(100,103) Similarly, in mouse, small heterochromatic

RNAs generated from major satellite transcripts may guide

recruitment of the Suv39h HMTases to direct H3-K9 trimethy-

lation and, in turn, DNA methylation in pericentric hetero-

chromatin.(104) Loss of Dicer function, one of the components

of the RNAi machinery, in a chicken–human hybrid DT40 cell

line that contains human chromosome21, results in cell death,

premature sister-chromatid separation, aberrant accumula-

tion of alpha-satellite transcripts, and abnormalities in the

localization of heterochromatin proteins.(105) A functional

RNAi machinery for the establishment of the correct pattern

of histone methylation and concomitant gene silencing seems

to be required inDrosophila as well. It has been recently found

that mutations in the genes piwi, aubergine and spindle-E

(homeless), which code for RNAi components, result in a

reduction of H3 Lys9 methylation and delocalization of HP1

andHP2.(106) Thus, the action of genes involved in RNAi could

drive the methyltransferase activity of SU(VAR)3-9 to the

chromatin and subsequently permit the binding of HP1 to

methylated histone H3 tails.(106)

Conclusions

A significant challenge for current research on eukaryotic

genomes is to understand heterochromatin sequence, struc-

ture and function in model organisms and in humans. Studies

on the molecular organization and function of this genomic

component have been greatly facilitated by the annotation of

the heterochromatin sequence in D. melanogaster and other

organisms.(12,51) However, we still do not have a complete

understanding of the relationship between heterochromatin

sequence and function. Most of the essential heterochromatic

genes defined by genetic analysis in D. melanogaster are still

unknown at the molecular level. In addition, detailed genetic

and molecular analysis of the functions of gene models in

Drosophila and other organisms is made difficult by the lack of

mutant alleles. There is thus a need for additional studies

where both classical genetic (insertional mutagenesis) and

reverse genetic approaches (targeted gene replacement and

double-stranded-RNA interference) will be required to explore

the function of newgenes and to validate the functions of those

already inferred.

It is now clear that heterochromatin proteins have structural

roles in heterochromatin formation, telomere capping and

centromere condensation, and can control gene expression.

Depending on which chromosomal region they bind, or which

partner they have, these proteins may act to repress or

activate genes. Thus it is difficult to draw a clear boundary

between heterochromatin and euchromatin. However, it must

be recalled that genes resident in constitutive heterochromatin

are correctly expressed only in their native environment and

cannot be simply considered as euchromatin-like functional

sequences.At the same time, euchromatic genes that become

silent are not simply assimilated to constitutive heterochro-

matin, but are more similar to X chromosome genes that

undergo facultative heterochromatinization in mammalian

females. It would be more correct to consider euchromatin

and constitutive heterochromatin as two different chroma-

tin compartments, in both of which gene expression can occur,

possibly depending on the formation of differential multiprotein

complexes. Such multiprotein complexes may share compo-

nents, but they are not necessarily identical. It is tempting to

speculate that TE DNAs, which are abundant in heterochro-

matic genes, or TE transcripts, may have a key role in the

establishment of functional domains of gene expressionwithin

constitutive heterochromatin, perhaps by recruiting specific

heterochromatin protein complexes.
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